To: Appropriate parties  
Date:  
Attention:  
Subject: USGBC Leed status/information on our Cast Stone produced by Vibrant Tamp method*  
Project location: Austin Texas

*This product is manufactured with some or all of the following products: White Portland Cement from the Lehigh White Cement Company of Waco Texas, Gray Portland Cement from the Texas Lehigh Cement Company of Buda Texas and aggregate from Hanson Aggregates of Houston Texas.

The aforementioned product qualifies for:  
MR Credit 5.1: Local/Regional Materials 10% Extracted, Processed & manufactured regionally.  
Requirements: Use building materials or products that have been extracted, harvested or recovered, as well as manufactured within 500 miles of the project site for a minimum of 10% (based on cost) of the total materials value. If only a fraction of a product or material is extracted / harvested / recovered and manufactured locally, then only that percentage (by weight) shall contribute to the regional value.

MR Credit 5.2: Local/Regional Materials 20% Extracted, Processed & manufactured regionally.  
Requirements-Same as 5.1 except 20%

Thank you for considering our products on your important project. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Allen Rhoden

* Our company has produced and supplied cast stone throughout this part of the country since 1988.